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Name:  ______________________________________________________

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

ECE 205 Exam No. 2 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade)

General Remarks
This exam is limited open notes. You can and should have up to 5 double-side letter-size pages of notes that are stapled 
together and signed.  Notes must not be exchanged during exam.  Standardized test approved calculators are allowed. No 
textbooks, computer, or cell phones.  Do not use back side without authorization as it may not be graded. 

DL: ___ ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

Question 1A (10pts.)
Write a piece of code that does certain operations on the given variable uint8_t data; so that certain 
bits are set off, on, and shifted as indicated by the following diagram.  Dn indicates the value of the n-
th bit in the original state data where D0 is the least significant bit.  Correct solution that requires 
only one formula without temporary variables or if-else statements will receive full credit.  
Using arithmetic operations like * / + - may also produce the result but will not receive any credit. 

before Old D7 Old D6 Old D5 Old D4 Old D3 Old D2 Old D1 Old D0

after Old D1 Old D0 1 1 0 0 0 Old D0

data = ____________________________________________________________________________ ;

_________
Question 1B (10pts.)

Set up the lower four pins of port C as outputs, and the upper four pins of port C and inputs. The 

output bits shall be set to 0011, and only the two “most left” inputs shall have pull up resistors. 

10 □ 7.5 □ 5 □ 2.5 □ 0 □

Question 2A (10pts.)
What is an interrupt handler? - explain briefly and illustrate by the example from our Timer library code.

Ex □ Vg □ Ok □ Ge □ No □
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Question 2B (10pts.)
Draw a block diagram and explain the work of a generic 16-bit gated timer/counter in the mode we 
used this semester (counts up to Compare A register, triggers an interrupt and resets).  
For the maximum credit draw only components that are in use.  

Ex □ Vg □ Ok □ Ge □ No □

Question 3A (10pts.)
Assume Bus Clock of 16MHz and Programmable Divider setting of 4: What is the minimum frequency 
of interrupts generated by an 16-bit timer/counter? Show your work to get full credit.

Answer: __________ Hz.

Question 3B (10pts.)
ATMega128 runs using bus clock of 8MHz.  You need to generate an interrupt of frequency of 96Hz.  
Assuming use of a 16-bit counter/timer that counts up to 65535 and availability of the prescalers at: 
1, 2, 8, 64, and 256: What is the best choice for prescaler settings and for the output compare 
register value that is used as in our typical timer/counter example setting? If impossible to set up 
then explain why not?  Show your work to get full credit.

Answer: The best prescaler is __________ , and it requires the counter to count up to __________ .
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Question 4A (10pts.)
The project requires PWM at 500Hz controlled with 20% resolution.  What is the minimum required 
interrupt rate, and what is the maximum value of the software counter inside the interrupt routine, 
assuming that each time the counter is increased by 1. Show your work to get full credit.

Answer: Interrupt frequency is __________ Hz, the counter counts between 0 and __________ .

Question 4B (10pts.)
We need the LED at bit 0 to be ON, and the LED at bit 1 to be off.  You can do it in 1 or 2 lines below.

________ leds = led8_get();

____________________________________ ;

____________________________________ ;

led8_set( leds );

Question 5 (20pts.)
The system needs to generate a software-based PWM signal using a timer Interrupt. The PWM can 
be controlled with the resolution of 5%.  Complete the provided code.

#define PWM_RATES 20 // PWM levels: 0% 5% 10%... 95% 100%

static  __________ uint8_t pwm_rate = 5; // controlled from the main loop

void MyTimerFN ( ) {   

    __________ _________ uint8_t pwm_counter = 0;

    if ( pwm_counter ________  PWM_RATES ) __________

    else pwm_counter++;

    if ( pwm_counter < __________ ) setPin(1);

    else __________;

}
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